
Craniofacial
analysis
progress
by Zennith on 19th June, 2022

In the May newsletter, we mentioned some of
our recent progress on a couple specific areas
of research we're working on. They're very
exciting to observe. At the same time, we are
aware that individual research projects need
to come together into a unified whole.

Our initial 2018 whitepapers on anatomy and
technical methods have generally stood the
test of time. Though those whitepapers lack
detail, they have served us well for our ability
to plan and execute on our research projects.
Our decisions to start our Integument Review
and Enhanced Tail projects were influenced
by those whitepapers. Even so, those
whitepapers have overstayed their welcome.*
We've gotten a lot further in our
understanding of the challenges, risks, and
opportunities, as well as the factors we weigh
when prioritizing one activity over another.

This is where our Technical Roadmap project
comes in. This is a project we're using to
organize our thoughts, triage research
activities, and as a way to make sure that
we're not blindsided in, say, 10 years with
sudden realization that we've forgotten
something important.

In our April newsletter, I mentioned some
analysis we made on tail anatomy. Key
takeaways from that work included:

● Nomination of draft anatomy that appears
likely to give good results while
conforming to key constraints

● Stratification of tail types into at least two
difficulty levels

● Our previous thinking on bone
modification appears to still hold water

● We have some ideas on neural integration,
but this will take work

● Management of data, including anatomical
shapes, will be important

● No insurmountable pitfalls identified

We've been extending this work to the head.
This is probably the only other part of
anatomy that really kept us up at night. Is it
even possible to create an anthro appearance
that "works", or are furries relegated to the
realm of visual art?

It ultimately comes down to competing goals
in craniofacial anatomy. On one side, we need
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anthros to have what you'd expect - a face
appearing longer overall, a snout, a smaller
and more sloped forehead, large ears, and
similar objectives. On the other side, there's
the fact that we probably shouldn't touch the
braincase or spinal cord.** Could we figure
out a way to satisfy those competing goals?

This was such an important question that we
built two independent models in-house,
referenced two different cranial CT scans, and
meticulously reviewed commercially-available
human anatomical models as well.

The conclusion is a good one. Yes, we can
satisfy the competing goals - satisfactory
anatomical achievement without touching the
braincase or spinal cord. If we couldn't, we
would let you know. But it's a big relief and
has a positive impact on our timeline and
assessment of technical risk.

Key takeaways for craniofacial anatomy:

● Craniofacial anatomy appears to give good
results while obeying key constraints

● We'll need to look more into vocalization;
there are some known unknowns here

● We're starting to stratify two difficulty
levels here, too

● Bone modification techniques will be
similar to other anatomical areas

● Cranial nerves - we plan to largely rely on
gradual lengthening of nerves as, for
example, the maxilla is
extended. Strong
clinical basis for this,
but will require
research and
consultation.

● Management of data,
including anatomical
shapes, will be
important

● No insurmountable
pitfalls identified

A lot of key takeaways in
that list are similar to the
ones for tail anatomy. But
this is part of our process

- making sure that we're not missing anything
important, by carefully reviewing the relevant
factors. We're still working on the rest of the
Requirements document for craniofacial
anatomy, but at this point, that's mostly a
matter of writing.

Oh. One other fun takeaway that we can
present: It looks easy to create nice-looking
ears towards the top of your head, even
though your inner ear is lower down. We just
need to copy what nature already does, i.e.,
the vertical canal in dogs. See the following
image for an admittedly hurried rendition of
what this might look like for anthros (keeping
in mind the main focus of this model was bone
anatomy). The dark tube labeled “aud” is the
vertical canal in panels C through F.

Full craniofacial Requirements document is
coming Soon™.

*Fun trivia: we hadn't even intended to use
those whitepapers in-house. Initially, we were
hoping to act as a grant-giving organization to
labs that would do detailed work inspired by
those whitepapers. We pivoted to prioritize
in-house research a couple years ago.

**While it may become possible in the coming
decades to reshape CNS gray matter while
preserving function, we don't feel comfortable
relying on that for such a key decision.
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Real Otherkin &
Therians debating ‘Wolf’
by Athamanatha on Tuesday 14th June, 2022

FFF Podcast Episode 16 is here at last, and this
one’s a high quality debate on the nuances
and perspectives that real otherkin and
therians (the guests and the host alike) found
in the 2021 movie, ‘Wolf’, by Natalie Biancheri.
Despite the time gap since the release of the
movie, this discussion and review is so full of
valuable insights and strong feelings, it’s
absolutely worth the wait.

So find your headphones and prepare to join
Erin Wolfsune, Alynna Trypnotk and myself in
a whirl of an episode that thoroughly
dismantles and reassembles the flawed movie
that put a spotlight on species dysphoria and
the fundamental yearning for morphological
freedom; and compares it with our own
experiences in the real world.

FFF Podcast Episode 16 on Youtube

Hear ye, hear ye!
by Athamanatha on Sunday 19th June, 2022

In the latest scientific and medical news:

A woman born with an incompletely formed
ear has received a bioprinted ear with all the
stem cells needed for her body to assimilate
the new cartilage, mounted on a 3D printed
scaffold.
https://www.theguardian.com/science/2022
/jun/02/womans-ear-rebuilt-with-3d-printe
d-living-tissue-implant

CRISPR has been used to figure out what
every human gene does. Very very useful
dataset ahoy!
https://phys.org/news/2022-06-crispr-tech
nology-tying-human-gene.html
https://www.cell.com/cell/fulltext/S0092-8
674(22)00597-9?_returnURL=https%3A%2F%2

Flinkinghub.elsevier.com%2Fretrieve%2Fpii%
2FS0092867422005979%3Fshowall%3Dtrue

Living skin has been successfully made for a
robotic appendage.
https://www.cell.com/matter/fulltext/S2590
-2385(22)00239-9?_returnURL=https%3A%2F
%2Flinkinghub.elsevier.com%2Fretrieve%2Fpi
i%2FS2590238522002399%3Fshowall%3Dtrue

A bill passed in the House of Representatives
by a strong majority for animal testing to be
no longer strictly required by the FDA:
https://www-expresspharma-in.cdn.ampproj
ect.org/c/s/www.expresspharma.in/amp/us
-house-passes-legislation-to-end-fda-animal
-testing-mandate/

New Volunteer!
by Ellie on Saturday 11th June, 2022

Hi! I’m Ellie, and I’m the Social Media
Coordinator and PR Manager for the Freedom
of Form Foundation! I’m currently pursuing a
degree in information systems and working as
a User Experience writer. Being a genderfluid
furry, freedom of form is incredibly important
to me, and while there’s not much I can
contribute to the research side, I love helping
in any way that I can.
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I’m sometimes a dragon, sometimes a cat, and
sometimes both! My hobbies include cooking,
reading, video games, and indoor skydiving
(one of these things is not like the other). I
currently live in the western United States,
but plan on making my way to the east coast
sometime in the next couple of years. AJR is
my favorite band, the Locked Tomb and the
Imperial Radch are two really good book
series, and I think everyone should watch The
Good Place and The Owl House. Some of my
long term goals are to get a cat, learn to fly a
plane, take over the world, and manage to
keep an orchid alive. Oh, and live to see true
freedom of form for everyone.

Live to See Your Dreams
by Athamanatha on Friday 3rd June, 2022

Living in a plain human body can be
distressing and depressing for some of us. It
can lead to a tendency to overlook the care
your body needs, and to forego maintaining
its health out of a lack of wanting to accept its
value. This can especially be true of those of
you who want to exchange your existing
bodies for synthetic ones.

However, an important thing to keep in mind
regardless of how you feel about your current
body, is that it is still the only one you have
until the tech gets there, and we don’t know
how long precisely that will take. We can be
optimistic, but we should not let that cause us
to neglect what we already have. Indeed, even
if you want a synthetic body, having your
existing bio-body in good condition will be
very important for a successful procedure to
transform or to transplant your mind or what
have you.

Being in good nick also helps you to be more
useful to the work that one day makes such
transformations etc possible. There are other
good reasons to look after yourself, but even if
it’s only for this, please do take care and eat
healthy, get exercise, maintain hygiene and be
well. You owe it to your future self, regardless
of the timing of our tech.

To practice what I preach, I’ve got into a
frequent (supposed to be daily but sometimes
life happens to get in the way) exercise
regime. It’s deliberately flexible based on how
much time I can spare, but the main thing is I
do at least something each day. Living in an
apartment building on a high floor, I use the
stairs for some of my exercise. Living a mile
from the nearest shop, I use walking, jogging
and cycling to turn obtaining more milk into
some more body maintaining exercise. It’s
much easier to get into a habit like this when
at least some of it is for a second useful
purpose.

All the same, I know the dangers of overdoing
it, and it’s just as important to know when to
stop pushing yourself and give your body a
chance to catch up. That’s why these sessions
are flexible.

If you have tricks to help your efforts to
maintain your existing body feel a little more
comfortable to the real you inside, please let’s
hear them, drop us a message in
#patron-discussion in the Discord server. If
you’re not a patron yet but would like to join
this conversation, consider donating today.
It’ll help to shorten the time you have to
maintain your human body, before we can
make it the way you want it to be.

FFF on Patreon

We’re on LinkedIn, Youtube, Soundcloud, Google
Podcasts, Breaker, RadioPublic, Spotify, Pocket, iTunes,
Anchor,  Twitter, Telegram and Discord! Why not check
out our awesome perks on Patreon or if you prefer, drop
us something nice via Paypal. You can also add us to your
Amazon Smile orders in the USA! We have a variety of
merch on sale in our Redbubble store…

This edition of the newsletter was brought to you by a
bicycle on an indoor exercise stand and a kitsune with an
increasingly nonbinary identity.

Freedom of Form Foundation Inc.
PO Box 400168, Cambridge, Massachusetts,

02140, United States of America
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